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ValuGardTM  Visors FaceTecTM  Visors
Product # Description Product # Description

12F486400US Clear Polyester, flat - 8” x 15 ½” x .040 12F494800US Clear Polyester, flat - 7” x 16 ¾” x .040”

12F487400US Clear Polycarbonate, flat - 8” x 15 ½” x .040 12F494700US Clear Polycarbonate, flat - 7” x 16 ¾” x .040”

12F487400GRUS Green Polycarbonate, flat - 8” x 15 ½” x .040 12F494721US Green Polycarbonate, flat - 7” x 16 ¾” x .040”

Sales Accessories
Product # Description

12A999600 Revolving Eyewear Tabletop 
Display - Holds 48 frames 
-Frames sold separately

Emergency Eyewash
Product # Description

19PE-DC-44 Portable Eyewash - 9 Gallon 
Gravity Fed

www.dentecsafety.com

®

SPECIALIZING IN SAFETY SOLUTIONS

8101 Lenexa Drive, Suite D, Lenexa, KS  66214
Toll Free: 1-888-533-6832

Contact us: dentec@dentecsafety.com

Distributed by:

CUSTOM EYEWEAR
IMPRINTING AVAILABLE

Please inquire for details!!!

ValuGardTM      FaceTecTM

Ultimate Face Protection

ValuGardTM Aluminum Bracket FaceTec CapoTM

Extended overhead coverage provides extra protection from air-
borne debris and the 5-point window attachment system ensures a 
secure fit. Easy-turn pins make changing windows simple and quick. 

Comfortable, complete coverage for the face and neck is available 
with this double crown faceshield. Molded from high-strength 
polycarbonate material, it is made to withstand rugged use. Adjusting 
ratchet-style suspension and leatherette sweatband provide a com-
fortable fit against the wearer’s head.

Aluminum mounting bracket with universal locking cams for easy 
window installation and removal. Position-stop friction joint that 
holds the visor in the desired position. Bracket fits most conven-
tional hard hats.

Comfortable, complete coverage for the face and neck is available 
with this double crown faceshield. Molded from high-strength poly-
carbonate material, it is made to withstand rugged use. Capmount 
style fits into most hard hat slots.

The  GravityFlow44™ portable  gravity operated 
eyewash is a great solution when plumbed water 
access is a challenge.    The 9 gallon capacity 
provides a run time  that is certified to the  ANSI 
Z358.1 standard of 15 minutes and offers the 
best performing spray by simply  pulling the 
activation door panel  that provides hands free 
operation.   Small size allows  the product to sit 
on a counter or table and  is  sold with a wall  
bracket.

· Headgear  #12F462000US
   (Visor sold separately)

                             

· Headgear  #12F483000US
   (Visor sold separately)

                             

· Headgear  #12F483CAPOUS
  (Visor & Hardhats old separately)

                             

· Aluminum Bracket #12F749010 
 (Visor & Hardhat sold separately)
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Z94.3 /  ANSI Z87.1

MangoTM

Sand ViperTM 

HartleyTM

CambridgeTM Safety-FlexTM

Prescription Eyewear

MirandaTM

SenTecTM SenTecTM

Reader
CatalinaTM

DustDevilTM

DustDevilTM Insert

CeeTecTM DXCeeTecTM CNCTM

MEIVTM ECCOSPECTM FernoTM

Exceptional comfort and fitting capabilities with a 
great look. Rubberized temple arms wrap gently 
around the back of the head behind the ear 
providing a comfortable fit and ensures glasses 
stay in position. 6 base curved dual lens, vented 
temple arms, & fully adjustable soft silicone rubber 
nose pad with molded traction grips. A perfect fit 
for all users!

Same great features as MangoTM , with many styles 
to choose from that users will love to wear. 

Features soft PVC nose pads, spatula style temples 
with rubberized tips, and impact resistant poly-
carbonate lens that provides 99.9% UV protection. 
Includes a scratch resistant coating to prolong the 
life of the lens.

Rugged, versatile protection from wind, dust and debris with a se-
cure confident fit even in the harshest environments. Can be worn 
with or without goggle strap. Breathable, fog-free comfort.

Wraparound Strap
& Bag Included

A unique anti-fog system combines high-performance coatings and 
indirect venting to provide clear vision in a range of environments. 
Flexible frame and adjustable strap delivers all-day comfort for a 
wide range of wearers.

Soft PVC body with clear anti-fog polycarbonate lens & elastic strap. 
Available with indirect vent for use where the possibility of chemical 
and liquid splash exists,  direct vent for protection against dust & fly-
ing debris. Fits conveniently over most prescription eyewear.

Superior anti-fog system blocks harmful UV radiation and provides 
high impact protection. Features replaceable hypo-allergenic foam 
and an adjustable, removable strap. Rx capable with insert.

· Clear AF #12E90701  · Gray AF #12E90702

 A  B  ED
45 30 47.9

Eye/Bridge Size:
45-22
Temples:
0

Features rubberized temples. Impact resistant 
polycarbonate lens provides 99.9% UV protec-
tion and scratch resistant coating, optional 
anti-fog lenses are available.

Ultra lightweight metal alloy frame features 
eight base spherical polycarbonate lenses with 
an abrasion resistant coating that provides 
99.9% UV protection. Adjustable soft PVC nose 
pads and rubberized temple tips combine to 
accommodate a wide range of facial character-
istics.

Features rubberized temple tips and integrated 
nosepiece that fits comfortably with half mask 
respirators. Impact resistant polycarbonate lens 
with a scratch resistant coating provides 99.9% 
UV protection. Anti-fog lenses are available.
Spring like hinges provide a perfect, comfort-
able fit.

· Clear #12E93101 · Gray #12E93102
· Yellow #12E93103 · Blue Mirror #12E93104
· Indoor/Outdoor #12E93105 · Clear AF #12E93106
· Gray AF #12E93107

· Clear #12E96001 · Gray #12E96002
· Silver Mirror Gray #12E96004

· Clear #12E90801 · Gray #12E90802
· Yellow #12E90803 · Blue Mirror #12E90804
· Indoor/Outdoor #12E90805 · Clear AF #12E90806
· Gray AF #12E90807 · Blue #12E90809

Attractive, sturdy, and multi-functional, the 
light-weight nylon frame is shaped to match 
the contour of the head for a custom fit that is 
both secure and comfortable. The polycarbon-
ate lenses provide 99.9% UV protection and 
distortion free comfort and clarity. An abrasion 
resistant coating is provided to prolong the life 
of the lens.

· Clear #12E92601  · Indoor/Outdoor #12E92605 
· Brown #12E92607 · Gold Mirror #12E92608

Comfortable, wraparound design flatters both 
men and women. Foam insert provides superior 
dust and debris protection. Modern appear-
ance with rugged durability, features rubber-
ized temples, impact resistant polycarbonate 
lens provides 99.9% UV protection and scratch 
resistant coating.

· Clear AF #12E93101DX · Gray AF #12E93102DX 
 · Indoor/Outdoor AF #12E93105AFDX
· Foam Carrier #12E93190DX

Features a molded-in nosepiece, ratchet/adjust-
able temples, and impact resistant polycarbon-
ate lens with scratch resistant coating that 
provides 99.9% UV protection. Optional anti-fog 
lenses are available.

· Clear #12E93201 · Gray #12E93202 · Yellow #12E93203 
· Blue Mirror #12E93204 · Indoor/Outdoor #12E93205 
· Clear AF #12E93206 · Gray AF #12E93207 

Features a lightweight nylon frame with a 
molded-in universal nose bridge. Adjustable 
temples lock in place and impact resistant poly-
carbonate lenses with scratch resistant coating 
provide 99.9% UV protection.

· Clear #12E91001

· Black/Clear #12E98001  · Black/Blue Mirror #12E98004  · Black/Indoor/Outdoor #12E98005  · Black/Orange/Orange Mirror #12E98008 
· Black/Gray Polarized #12E98010 w/carrybag

· Black/Clear #12E93701 · Black/Gray #12E93702 · Black/Yellow #12E93703 · Black/Blue Mirror #12E93704 · Black/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93705 
· Black/Clear AF #12E93706 · Black/Gray AF #12E93707 · Silver/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93708 · Silver/Clear #12E93791 · Burgundy/Clear #12E93761 
· Burgundy/Blue Mirror #12E93764  · Burgundy/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93765  · Blue/Blue Mirror #12E93784  · Blue/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93785

· Clear AF #12E90501 · Gray AF #12E90502

· Clear / Direct Vent #12G221501 
· Clear AF / Indirect Vent #12G223547· Clear AF / Indirect Vent #12G22521N

· Black/Clear #12E98301  · Black/Smoke Mirror #12E98302SM   · Carbon/Clear #12E98311  · Carbon/Smoke Mirror #12E98312SM 
· Carbon/Red Revo  #12E98319   · Carbon/Gray Polarized #12E983110 w/carrybag  · Camo/Smoke Mirror #12E98322SM 
 · Camo/Gray Polarized #12E983210  w/carrybag  · Red/Gray Polarized  #12E983610 w/carrybag  · Red/Red Revo  #12E983619 w/carrybag

· RX Insert Frame #12E90709

Same great features as SenTecTM , available in 
3 different magnification strengths.

· Clear  +1.50 #12E90815 
· Clear  +2.00 #12E90820
· Clear  +2.50 #12E90825

Features wide vision wrap-around styling,  
providing unobstructed peripheral vision. A 
contoured protective brow-guard helps prevent 
particles from entering from the brow area, and 
a molded-in comfort nose bridge provides a 
comfortable fit on the nose.

· Clear #12E258000B
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Z94.3 /  ANSI

MangoTM

Sand ViperTM 

HartleyTM

CambridgeTM Safety-FlexTM

Prescription Eyewear

MirandaTM

SenTecTM SenTecTM

Reader
CatalinaTM

DustDevilTM

DustDevilTM Insert

CeeTecTM DXCeeTecTM CNCTM

MEIVTM ECCOSPECTM FernoTM

Exceptional comfort and fitting capabilities with a 
great look. Rubberized temple arms wrap gently 
around the back of the head behind the ear 
providing a comfortable fit and ensures glasses 
stay in position. 6 base curved dual lens, vented 
temple arms, & fully adjustable soft silicone rubber 
nose pad with molded traction grips. A perfect fit 
for all users!

Same great features as MangoTM , with many styles 
to choose from that users will love to wear. 

Features soft PVC nose pads, spatula style temples 
with rubberized tips, and impact resistant poly-
carbonate lens that provides 99.9% UV protection. 
Includes a scratch resistant coating to prolong the 
life of the lens.

Rugged, versatile protection from wind, dust and debris with a se-
cure confident fit even in the harshest environments. Can be worn 
with or without goggle strap. Breathable, fog-free comfort.

Wraparound Strap
& Bag Included

A unique anti-fog system combines high-performance coatings and 
indirect venting to provide clear vision in a range of environments. 
Flexible frame and adjustable strap delivers all-day comfort for a 
wide range of wearers.

Soft PVC body with clear anti-fog polycarbonate lens & elastic strap. 
Available with indirect vent for use where the possibility of chemical 
and liquid splash exists,  direct vent for protection against dust & fly-
ing debris. Fits conveniently over most prescription eyewear.

Superior anti-fog system blocks harmful UV radiation and provides 
high impact protection. Features replaceable hypo-allergenic foam 
and an adjustable, removable strap. Rx capable with insert.

· Clear AF #12E90701  · Gray AF #12E90702

 A  B  ED
45 30 47.9

Eye/Bridge Size:
45-22
Temples:
0

Features rubberized temples. Impact resistant 
polycarbonate lens provides 99.9% UV protec-
tion and scratch resistant coating, optional 
anti-fog lenses are available.

Ultra lightweight metal alloy frame features 
eight base spherical polycarbonate lenses with 
an abrasion resistant coating that provides 
99.9% UV protection. Adjustable soft PVC nose 
pads and rubberized temple tips combine to 
accommodate a wide range of facial character-
istics.

Features rubberized temple tips and integrated 
nosepiece that fits comfortably with half mask 
respirators. Impact resistant polycarbonate lens 
with a scratch resistant coating provides 99.9% 
UV protection. Anti-fog lenses are available.
Spring like hinges provide a perfect, comfort-
able fit.

· Clear #12E93101 · Gray #12E93102
· Yellow #12E93103 · Blue Mirror #12E93104
· Indoor/Outdoor #12E93105 · Clear AF #12E93106
· Gray AF #12E93107

· Clear #12E96001 · Gray #12E96002
· Silver Mirror Gray #12E96004

· Clear #12E90801 · Gray #12E90802
· Yellow #12E90803 · Blue Mirror #12E90804
· Indoor/Outdoor #12E90805 · Clear AF #12E90806
· Gray AF #12E90807 · Blue #12E90809

Attractive, sturdy, and multi-functional, the 
light-weight nylon frame is shaped to match 
the contour of the head for a custom fit that is 
both secure and comfortable. The polycarbon-
ate lenses provide 99.9% UV protection and 
distortion free comfort and clarity. An abrasion 
resistant coating is provided to prolong the life 
of the lens.

· Clear #12E92601  · Indoor/Outdoor #12E92605 
· Brown #12E92607 · Gold Mirror #12E92608

Comfortable, wraparound design flatters both 
men and women. Foam insert provides superior 
dust and debris protection. Modern appear-
ance with rugged durability, features rubber-
ized temples, impact resistant polycarbonate 
lens provides 99.9% UV protection and scratch 
resistant coating.

· Clear AF #12E93101DX · Gray AF #12E93102DX 
 · Indoor/Outdoor AF #12E93105AFDX
· Foam Carrier #12E93190DX

Features a molded-in nosepiece, ratchet/adjust-
able temples, and impact resistant polycarbon-
ate lens with scratch resistant coating that 
provides 99.9% UV protection. Optional anti-fog 
lenses are available.

· Clear #12E93201 · Gray #12E93202 · Yellow #12E93203 
· Blue Mirror #12E93204 · Indoor/Outdoor #12E93205 
· Clear AF #12E93206 · Gray AF #12E93207 

Features a lightweight nylon frame with a 
molded-in universal nose bridge. Adjustable 
temples lock in place and impact resistant poly-
carbonate lenses with scratch resistant coating 
provide 99.9% UV protection.

· Clear #12E91001

· Black/Clear #12E98001  · Black/Blue Mirror #12E98004  · Black/Indoor/Outdoor #12E98005  · Black/Orange/Orange Mirror #12E98008 
· Black/Gray Polarized #12E98010 w/carrybag

· Black/Clear #12E93701 · Black/Gray #12E93702 · Black/Yellow #12E93703 · Black/Blue Mirror #12E93704 · Black/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93705 
· Black/Clear AF #12E93706 · Black/Gray AF #12E93707 · Silver/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93708 · Silver/Clear #12E93791 · Burgundy/Clear #12E93761 
· Burgundy/Blue Mirror #12E93764  · Burgundy/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93765  · Blue/Blue Mirror #12E93784  · Blue/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93785

· Clear AF #12E90501 · Gray AF #12E90502

· Clear / Direct Vent #12G221501 
· Clear AF / Indirect Vent #12G223547· Clear AF / Indirect Vent #12G22521N

· Black/Clear #12E98301  · Black/Smoke Mirror #12E98302SM   · Carbon/Clear #12E98311  · Carbon/Smoke Mirror #12E98312SM 
· Carbon/Red Revo  #12E98319   · Carbon/Gray Polarized #12E983110 w/carrybag  · Camo/Smoke Mirror #12E98322SM 
 · Camo/Gray Polarized #12E983210  w/carrybag  · Red/Gray Polarized  #12E983610 w/carrybag  · Red/Red Revo  #12E983619 w/carrybag

· RX Insert Frame #12E90709

Same great features as SenTecTM , available in 
3 different magnification strengths.

· Clear  +1.50 #12E90815 
· Clear  +2.00 #12E90820
· Clear  +2.50 #12E90825

Features wide vision wrap-around styling,  
providing unobstructed peripheral vision. A 
contoured protective brow-guard helps prevent 
particles from entering from the brow area, and 
a molded-in comfort nose bridge provides a 
comfortable fit on the nose.

· Clear #12E258000B
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Z94.3 /  ANSI

MangoTM

Sand ViperTM

HartleyTM

CambridgeTM Safety-FlexTM

Prescription Eyewear

MirandaTM

SenTecTM SenTecTM

Reader
CatalinaTM

DustDevilTM

DustDevilTM Insert

CeeTecTM DXCeeTecTM CNCTM

MEIVTM ECCOSPECTM FernoTM

Exceptional comfort and fitting capabilities with a 
great look. Rubberized temple arms wrap gently 
around the back of the head behind the ear 
providing a comfortable fit and ensures glasses 
stay in position. 6 base curved dual lens, vented 
temple arms, & fully adjustable soft silicone rubber 
nose pad with molded traction grips. A perfect fit 
for all users!

Same great features as MangoTM , with many styles 
to choose from that users will love to wear. 

Features soft PVC nose pads, spatula style temples 
with rubberized tips, and impact resistant poly-
carbonate lens that provides 99.9% UV protection. 
Includes a scratch resistant coating to prolong the 
life of the lens.

Rugged, versatile protection from wind, dust and debris with a se-
cure confident fit even in the harshest environments. Can be worn 
with or without goggle strap. Breathable, fog-free comfort.

Wraparound Strap
& Bag Included

A unique anti-fog system combines high-performance coatings and 
indirect venting to provide clear vision in a range of environments. 
Flexible frame and adjustable strap delivers all-day comfort for a 
wide range of wearers.

Soft PVC body with clear anti-fog polycarbonate lens & elastic strap. 
Available with indirect vent for use where the possibility of chemical 
and liquid splash exists,  direct vent for protection against dust & fly-
ing debris. Fits conveniently over most prescription eyewear.

Superior anti-fog system blocks harmful UV radiation and provides 
high impact protection. Features replaceable hypo-allergenic foam 
and an adjustable, removable strap. Rx capable with insert.

· Clear AF #12E90701  · Gray AF #12E90702

 A  B  ED
45 30 47.9

Eye/Bridge Size:
45-22
Temples:
0

Features rubberized temples. Impact resistant 
polycarbonate lens provides 99.9% UV protec-
tion and scratch resistant coating, optional 
anti-fog lenses are available.

Ultra lightweight metal alloy frame features 
eight base spherical polycarbonate lenses with 
an abrasion resistant coating that provides 
99.9% UV protection. Adjustable soft PVC nose 
pads and rubberized temple tips combine to 
accommodate a wide range of facial character-
istics.

Features rubberized temple tips and integrated 
nosepiece that fits comfortably with half mask 
respirators. Impact resistant polycarbonate lens 
with a scratch resistant coating provides 99.9% 
UV protection. Anti-fog lenses are available.
Spring like hinges provide a perfect, comfort-
able fit.

· Clear #12E93101 · Gray #12E93102
· Yellow #12E93103 · Blue Mirror #12E93104
· Indoor/Outdoor #12E93105 · Clear AF #12E93106
· Gray AF #12E93107

· Clear #12E96001 · Gray #12E96002
· Silver Mirror Gray #12E96004

· Clear #12E90801 · Gray #12E90802
· Yellow #12E90803 · Blue Mirror #12E90804
· Indoor/Outdoor #12E90805 · Clear AF #12E90806
· Gray AF #12E90807 · Blue #12E90809

Attractive, sturdy, and multi-functional
light-weight nylon frame is shaped t
the contour of the head for a cust
both secure and comfortable. T
ate lenses provide 99.9% UV protec
distortion free comfort and clarity. A
resistant coating is provided to pr
of the lens.

· Clear #12E92601  · Indoor/Outdoor #12E92605 
· Brown #12E92607 · Gold Mirror #12E92608

Comfortable, wraparound design flatters both 
men and women. Foam insert provides superior 
dust and debris protection. Modern appear-
ance with rugged durability, features rubber-
ized temples, impact resistant polycarbonate 
lens provides 99.9% UV protection and scratch 
resistant coating.

· Clear AF #12E93101DX · Gray AF #12E93102DX 
 · Indoor/Outdoor AF #12E93105AFDX
· Foam Carrier #12E93190DX

Features a molded-in nosepiece, rat
able temples, and impact resistan
ate lens with scratch resistant coating that 
provides 99.9% UV protec
lenses are available.

· Clear #12E93201 · Gray #12E93202 · Yellow #
· Blue Mirror #12E93204 · Indoor/Out
· Clear AF #12E93206 · Gray AF #12E93207 

Features a lightweight nylon fr
molded-in universal nose bridge
temples lock in place and impact resistan
carbonate lenses with scratch resistan
provide 99.9% UV protection.

· Clear #12E91001

· Black/Clear #12E98001  · Black/Blue Mirror #12E98004  · Black/Indoor/Outdoor #12E98005  · Black/Orange/Orange Mirror #12E98008 
· Black/Gray Polarized #12E98010 w/carrybag

· Black/Clear #12E93701 · Black/Gray #12E93702 · Black/Yellow #12E93703 · Black/Blue Mirror #12E93704 · Black/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93705 
· Black/Clear AF #12E93706 · Black/Gray AF #12E93707 · Silver/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93708 · Silver/Clear #12E93791 · Burgundy/Clear #12E93761 
· Burgundy/Blue Mirror #12E93764  · Burgundy/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93765  · Blue/Blue Mirror #12E93784  · Blue/Indoor/Outdoor #12E93785

· Clear AF #12E90501 · Gray AF #12E90502

· Clear / Direct Vent #12G221501 
· Clear AF / Indirect Vent #12G223547· Clear AF / Indirect Vent #12G22521N

· Black/Clear #12E98301  · Black/Smoke Mirror #12E98302SM   · Carbon/Clear #12E98311  · Carbon/Smoke Mirror #12E98312SM 
· Carbon/Red Revo  #12E98319   · Carbon/Gray Polarized #12E983110 w/carrybag  · Camo/Smoke Mirror #12E98322SM 
 · Camo/Gray Polarized #12E983210  w/carrybag  · Red/Gray Polarized  #12E983610 w/carrybag  · Red/Red Revo  #12E983619 w/carrybag

· RX Insert Frame #12E90709

Same great features as SenTecTM , available in 
3 different magnification strengths.

· Clear  +1.50 #12E90815 
· Clear  +2.00 #12E90820
· Clear  +2.50 #12E90825

Features wide vision wrap-around styling,  
providing unobstructed peripheral vision. A 
contoured protective brow-guard helps prevent 
particles from entering from the brow area, and 
a molded-in comfort nose bridge provides a 
comfortable fit on the nose.

· Clear #12E258000B
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ValuGardTM  Visors FaceTecTM  Visors
Product # Description Product # Description

12F486400US Clear Polyester, flat - 8” x 15 ½” x .040 12F494800US Clear Polyester, flat - 7” x 16 ¾” x .040”

12F487400US Clear Polycarbonate, flat - 8” x 15 ½” x .040 12F494700US Clear Polycarbonate, flat - 7” x 16 ¾” x .040”

12F487400GRUS Green Polycarbonate, flat - 8” x 15 ½” x .040 12F494721US Green Polycarbonate, flat - 7” x 16 ¾” x .040”

Sales Accessories
Product # Description

12A999600 Revolving Eyewear Tabletop 
Display - Holds 48 frames 
-Frames sold separately

Emergency Eyewash
Product # Description

19PE-DC-44 Portable Eyewash - 9 Gallon 
Gravity Fed

www.dentecsafety.com

®

SPECIALIZING IN SAFETY SOLUTIONS

8101 Lenexa Drive, Suite D, Lenexa, KS  66214
Toll Free: 1-888-533-6832

Contact us: dentec@dentecsafety.com

Distributed by:

CUSTOM EYEWEAR
IMPRINTING AVAILABLE

Please inquire for details!!!

ValuGardTM      FaceTecTM

Ultimate Face Protection

ValuGardTM Aluminum Bracket FaceTec CapoTM

Extended overhead coverage provides extra protection from air-
borne debris and the 5-point window attachment system ensures a 
secure fit. Easy-turn pins make changing windows simple and quick. 

Comfortable, complete coverage for the face and neck is available 
with this double crown faceshield. Molded from high-strength 
polycarbonate material, it is made to withstand rugged use. Adjusting 
ratchet-style suspension and leatherette sweatband provide a com-
fortable fit against the wearer’s head.

Aluminum mounting bracket with universal locking cams for easy 
window installation and removal. Position-stop friction joint that 
holds the visor in the desired position. Bracket fits most conven-
tional hard hats.

Comfortable, complete coverage for the face and neck is available 
with this double crown faceshield. Molded from high-strength poly-
carbonate material, it is made to withstand rugged use. Capmount 
style fits into most hard hat slots.

The  GravityFlow44™ portable  gravity operated 
eyewash is a great solution when plumbed water 
access is a challenge.    The 9 gallon capacity 
provides a run time  that is certified to the  ANSI 
Z358.1 standard of 15 minutes and offers the 
best performing spray by simply  pulling the 
activation door panel  that provides hands free 
operation.   Small size allows  the product to sit 
on a counter or table and  is  sold with a wall  
bracket.

· Headgear  #12F462000US
   (Visor sold separately)

· Headgear  #12F483000US
   (Visor sold separately)

· Headgear  #12F483CAPOUS
  (Visor & Hardhats old separately)

· Aluminum Bracket #12F749010 
 (Visor & Hardhat sold separately)



GRAVITYFLOW44TM

Portable Eyewash
®

SPECIALIZING IN SAFETY SOLUTIONS

EYE & FACE PROTECTION

Face Protection

IMPACT RESISTANTIMPACT RESISTANT *ANTI-FOG*ANTI-FOGSCRATCH RESISTANTSCRATCH RESISTANTUV PROTECTIONUV PROTECTION

*Lens colour 
followed by

AF 

Z94.3 /  ANSI

ValuGardTM  Visors FaceTecTM  Visors
Product # Description Product # Description

12F486400US Clear Polyester, flat - 8” x 15 ½” x .040 12F494800US Clear Polyester, flat - 7” x 16 ¾” x .040”

12F487400US Clear Polycarbonate, flat - 8” x 15 ½” x .040 12F494700US Clear Polycarbonate, flat - 7” x 16 ¾” x .040”

12F487400GRUS Green Polycarbonate, flat - 8” x 15 ½” x .040 12F494721US Green Polycarbonate, flat - 7” x 16 ¾” x .040”

Sales Accessories
Product # Description

12A999600 Revolving Eyewear Tabletop 
Display - Holds 48 frames 
-Frames sold separately

Emergency Eyewash
Product # Description

19PE-DC-44 Portable Eyewash - 9 Gallon 
Gravity Fed

www.dentecsafety.com

®

SPECIALIZING IN SAFETY SOLUTIONS

8101 Lenexa Drive, Suite D, Lenexa, KS  66214
Toll Free: 1-888-533-6832

Contact us: dentec@dentecsafety.com

Distributed by:

CUSTOM EYEWEAR
IMPRINTING AVAILABLE

Please inquire for details!!!

ValuGardTM      FaceTecTM

Ultimate Face Protection

ValuGardTM Aluminum Bracket FaceTec CapoTM

Extended overhead coverage provides extra protection from air-
borne debris and the 5-point window attachment system ensures a 
secure fit. Easy-turn pins make changing windows simple and quick. 

Comfortable, complete coverage for the face and neck is available 
with this double crown faceshield. Molded from high-strength 
polycarbonate material, it is made to withstand rugged use. Adjusting 
ratchet-style suspension and leatherette sweatband provide a com-
fortable fit against the wearer’s head.

Aluminum mounting bracket with universal locking cams for easy 
window installation and removal. Position-stop friction joint that 
holds the visor in the desired position. Bracket fits most conven-
tional hard hats.

Comfortable, complete coverage for the face and neck is available 
with this double crown faceshield. Molded from high-strength poly-
carbonate material, it is made to withstand rugged use. Capmount 
style fits into most hard hat slots.

The  GravityFlow44™ portable  gravity operated 
eyewash is a great solution when plumbed water 
access is a challenge.    The 9 gallon capacity 
provides a run time  that is certified to the  ANSI 
Z358.1 standard of 15 minutes and offers the 
best performing spray by simply  pulling the 
activation door panel  that provides hands free 
operation.   Small size allows  the product to sit 
on a counter or table and  is  sold with a wall  
bracket.

· Headgear  #12F462000US
   (Visor sold separately)

· Headgear  #12F483000US
   (Visor sold separately)

· Headgear  #12F483CAPOUS
  (Visor & Hardhats old separately)

· Aluminum Bracket #12F749010 
 (Visor & Hardhat sold separately)




